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Comparing SYMMIC to ANSYS and TAS
SYMMIC produces results that agree numerically with those produced by established heat equation solvers,
but computation in SYMMIC is generally much faster.

Comparison with ANSYS Mechanical
The default parameters of the generic FET template define a sample problem for comparison with ANSYS.
However, since ANSYS 5.6 Mechanical did not support interior surface fluxes, the generic FET template
was modified to use a volume flux underneath the gate. The mesh generated by SYMMIC for the 3-gate
generic FET problem was exported to a PREP7 file and loaded into ANSYS 5.6 for analysis. The results
shown in this screen shot were obtained.

ANSYS solution to 3-gate FET problem.
The next figure shows the SYMMIC solution to the identical problem. The range and distribution of
temperatures in the SYMMIC solution matches the range and distribution of temperatures in the ANSYS
result. The peak temperature calculated by ANSYS was 462.446 °K, while the peak temperature calculated
by SYMMIC was 462.457°K. The two solutions are the same for all practical purposes.
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SYMMIC solution to 3-gate FET problem

Graph 1: SYMMIC 2.3 solves faster than ANSYS 5.6 Mechanical with the same degree of accuracy
on identical finite element meshes from three basic device models: a mesa resistor, a heterojunction
bipolar transistor (HBT), and a small field-effect transistor (FET). All results are for steady-state
solutions computed on a 2.61GHz AMD Opteron-based system.
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SYMMIC's finite element solver is faster than ANSYS 5.6 Mechanical, as demonstrated in Graph 1. The
templates were meshed by SYMMIC and then exported to PREP7 files to ensure that ANSYS and
SYMMIC were solving the same problem. ANSYS spent considerable time processing the PREP7 input
because it contained a large mesh. Subtracting the input file loading time from the ANSYS results and the
meshing time from the SYMMIC results provides a direct comparison of the computational efficiencies of
the two solvers. SYMMIC was more than four times faster than ANSYS on larger problems, with the same
degree of accuracy. All the simulations were performed on the same 2.61GHz AMD Opteron-based
computer running 64-bit Windows XP. There was sufficient memory available to ensure that problem could
be solved in the fastest mode possible without virtual memory paging. Some material properties were
different from the FET example screen shots shown above.

Comparison with Thermal Analysis System (TAS)

TAS solution for GaAs FET problem.
The figure above shows the solution to an example FET model that is provided with TAS (Version 7.0).
This mesh models half of two gates of a GaAs-based FET with a source bridge. As shown in the figure
above, the TAS solver calculated a peak temperature of 106.14°C. The TAS Neutral File for this model was
converted into a SYMMIC mesh and then solved by SYMMIC. As shown in the figure below, the
SYMMIC solver produced comparable results to TAS. The peak temperature computed by SYMMIC was
106.39°C.
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SYMMIC solution for GaAs FET problem.

Graph 2: Comparison of the fastest TAS solver with the fastest SYMMIC solver for steady-solution
of the basic device templates on a 3.06GHz Intel Xeon computer.
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For realistic problems SYMMIC is at least 5 times faster than TAS, and this performance advantage
increases on larger meshes containing the full complexity of temperature-dependent properties for steadystate and transient solutions. To compare TAS and SYMMIC performance on the models defined by the
basic device templates, the models were meshed by SYMMIC and written to TAS Neutral files for
importing into TAS. All computations in both programs were performed on the same 3.06GHz Intel Xeonbased system. Default settings were used for the TAS GCG solver, except the starting temperature was ½ of
the expected peak temperature. To obtain a solution from TAS, the high heat transfer coefficient boundary
conditions in the original templates were replaced with constant temperatures on the backside before
conversion. This change did not alter the performance of SYMMIC but allowed convergence in TAS.
The above relationship between TAS and SYMMIC computation speeds was tested on a second machine, a
dual-CPU 864MHz Intel Xeon. Steady-state computation times are shown in Graph 3 for both of the TAS
solver modes, GCG and finite difference, and both of the SYMMIC solver modes, direct and PCG. The
faster TAS GCG solver mode cannot be used on some types of problems, such as transient problems with
temperature-dependent properties, but SYMMIC solver modes are not problem specific. As shown in Graph
3, the SYMMIC direct mode solver is 50 times faster than the TAS finite difference solver on the largest
device template which meshes to more than 120,000 nodes.

Graph 3: Comparison of TAS solvers with SYMMIC solvers for steady-state solutions of the basic
device templates on a dual 864MHz Intel Xeon computer.

While SYMMIC does not require manual optimization of convergence criteria to get a steady-state solution,
the TAS finite difference solver has several parameters that the user can adjust to try to improve
convergence to the solution. For the models produced from the basic device templates, it proved difficult to
select convergence criteria that would yield optimal performance for all cases when the finite difference
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solver was used. The baseline criteria for TAS were therefore chosen as follows: Max. Var. Res. Iter = 50,
Convergence = 0.01, and Damping = 1.95. The starting iteration was chosen to be half of the peak
temperature expected in the final solution. The Heat Balance parameter was adjusted to get within 0.5
degrees of the final peak temperature in as few iterations as possible.
The GCG solver in TAS usually computes the steady-state solution faster when there are no temperaturedependent properties in the problem. Temperature-dependent material properties were therefore eliminated
from the basic device templates to compare this speed improvement against that obtainable in SYMMIC.
Except on the smallest problem, SYMMIC was significantly faster than TAS on these simplified problems
(Graph 4).

Graph 4: Computation times for steady-state solutions when there are no temperature-dependent
properties. All computations were performed on a dual 864MHz Intel Xeon computer.

To get TAS to compute the same solution as SYMMIC and ANSYS on the FET device template, it is
necessary to increase the mesh resolution around the heat generating regions of the device. This is because
TAS decomposes the problem into a resistor network with fluxes applied to nodes, while the other
simulators apply fluxes to finite elements. To accurately define the flux, TAS needs a denser mesh at the
edges of the flux region than the finite element simulators. This requisite increase in mesh size would
further increase TAS computation times beyond the results shown above.
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